Customer stories &
Vimcar solutions.
Some of the solutions we’ve
offered to real customers.

5 solutions we’ve provided
to our customers:

Preventing vehicle misuse

Locating the right drivers

Improving customer service

Optimising routes

Protection against theft

Preventing vehicle misuse
at Wright’s K9 Security.
Allun, from Wright’s K9 Security, uses Fleet Geo to
analyse a vehicle’s live location, its past journeys
and to receive notifications if it leaves the premises
after business hours.

“We were dealing with vehicle misuse, but
that’s now been solved! I can monitor drivers’
speeds and distances and see if there
have been any discrepancies with employees
logging in their working times.”
Allun Wright,
Company Founder of Wright’s K9 Security Services

Locating the right drivers
for Talk to a Doc.
Doniert uses Live Tracking and Address Search
features to quickly locate and send out the nearest
available medical van to a patient’s home – proving
to be invaluable in emergency situations.

“We had a need for formal logistic software to
distribute paramedics in London and North
England: Vimcar was the solution!”
Doniert Macfarlane,
Owner & Director of Talk to a Doctor

Improving customer service
for CFS.
Customisable notifications alert Mike when a driver
has arrived at the premises and is available for the
next job. Our live tracking also allows him to give
customers accurate ETAs.

“What’s great is having a helicopter view of our
vehicles... providing customers with accurate
ETAs and ascertaining when a driver has arrived
and left a site.”
Mike Meyers,
Managing Director of CFS

Optimising routes
for Doherty’s Meats.
Efficiently delivering produce is essential
to Doherty’s Meats, so they installed Fleet Geo
to make sure there were no time-wasting
overlaps in their routes.

“I can now ascertain whether or not the
same vehicles are servicing the same areas
and tidy up their routes... We cover the
whole of N. Ireland so looking at route
history is really important for us.”
Brian McQuaid,
Sales & Marketing Manager at Doherty’s Meats

Protection against theft
for KA Page Groundworks.
Live tracking means Kevin can confirm all his vehicles are where they should be and, should the worst
happen, pass on GPS data to the authorities…

“It addresses the security of our vehicles:
Fleet Geo tells us where the vehicles are
all the time and we get notified, should
the vehicles leave an area.”
Kevin Page,
Company Director of KA Page Groundworks

“Fleet Geo does what it says:
it’s an easy-to-use tool.
Simple to install and there
are no ongoing costs!”
Mike Meyers,
Managing Director of CFS

We’ve helped businesses
just like yours.

Get in touch to see how you could
start saving today!

Get in touch

